Greetings to all our Satanic Warriors.

It was contemplated on if any other RTR's may need to be 'put in' a schedule, but the situation is, the other RTR's have served their purpose to open the enemy up for total destruction. What the Final RTR will do is just that. It will undo everything jewish. We cannot back-peddle now. The spiritual knife is in and all that has to happen is to keep twisting and twisting it.

When a knife is in one has to twist, twist, twist… You can't go in the kitchen to drink soda pop. The enemy has to go.

The Jewish alphabet, energetically speaking, is not only a mere 'alphabet', but it is a weapon that is basically created and consecrated on the enemy's alien authorities. This is energetic, and this relates to their alphabet.

It is of no point at this point to disable the enemy's sword, katana, bullet or bomb. The Final RTR is basically disabling all of their materials at the most basic level. If there is no enemy at all, there won't be an enemy's sword either. This is why this RTR required a full focus, as it goes in for the kill.

Another thing that has begun is that the Final RTR also is removing curses through it's reversal on ourselves, and this must also be kept going until absolutely nothing exists on either side. Both us and the enemy. Both us in regards to leftover curses, and in the enemy in regards to...well everything.

Now, the Final RTR should be the first priority. No other ritual. If one does not have time to put forth another ritual, then do ONLY the Final RTR. One cannot put any of the rituals below above the Final RTR, or choose to do them instead of the Final RTR. The Final RTR goes for the finishing this. There is no ritual more important than the Final RTR. Azazel on this subject has to say that no other ritual can compare to this. In other words, one needs to put the Final RTR first.

Whatever the enemy may do to censor, attack, sacrifice, deceive, whatever have you, the Final RTR is putting a lid to this. It is pushing from all sides.

Handle the press jew, then you have the banking jew. Handle these both, then you have the politician. Handle all these three, then you have the cleric. Handle these all, and then you have the other in Silicon valley trying to enslave you with robots.

The situation is if they do not all get dealt with, no bandage is going to fix anything. Pushing from all sides to contain this virus is clearly taking more 'effort' and may have 'slower' effects, but in the long-term, this will finally contain the whole virus and deal with it at once. The same goes for long-term whole healing done to the
body, as compared as to using an ointment or a pain suppressor to relieve a manifested symptom.

The thing is, for the same amount of time, all other RTR's pale in comparison to the effect and to the power of the Final RTR. So while it may logically appear that some may need to be necessary for specific things, nothing is more necessary now than focusing all energies into permanently getting rid of the enemy. Reactions from the enemy must not make us deviate from this purpose.

In other words, attempts to censor, attacks, human sacrifices - all the nine yards of the shit they do, always boils and ends up on the same Jewish filth they are and do. If this is gone, then everything else will be no more.

We have also upcoming planetary configurations which *WILL* come, and they will sucker in the enemy and ruin them. What needs to be done is to stack as much power into the vortex of the final RTR and against the enemy as possible. This will fall down like nuke after nuke when certain circumstances will align.

Another thing is that the enemy is having their Passover in the 19th and 20th, 21st of this month, and it will be bloody. This is planetary, as the moon is beneficial to the enemy right now, but so it is to us. And it is fitting for us to carry a huge spiritual assault towards the enemy, the likes of which they have never had before.

For this reason, take now preparations and in the 19th, 20th, and 21st of this month, we will TRIPLE our efforts. If one does 1 RTR per day, it is necessary to on these days do 3. If everyone does 3 RTR's, even if these are a bit "Rushed", this will cause major problems to the enemy. If one does like 10, no need to go to 30, just keep doing the 10 for this day. No need to fry, just need to max the gauge out.

That means if one does a small RTR today, raise energies, do your protection, and your meditations, and be on peak for a savage spiritual attack during these days, or let's just say counterattack. This will just dampen any effort from the enemy to make anything meaningful out of this.

For those who want to "appropriate" the RTR a little more, after you are done with it during the above dates, you can imagine it, except of breaking their letters down, also breaking their energy raised from sacrifices done on these days, their energies raised backfiring on them. This imagination will propel energies to that direction to offset this.

This Full Moon is also called a Pink Moon. This is symbolic of the enemy's downfall. They are really gonna go down. It's by no coincidence their "Passover" begins during a time where the moon is in such a phase, that deals with renewal and recycling of nature. The enemy is going to collapse. We just have to keep up the pressure. During the 19th, 20th and 21st, due to the positioning, we can go the extra violent mile against the enemy spiritually speaking. The enemy will also go bloody bonkers against us on this date, so everyone should do their Aura of Protection and also the Removing Curses. Links will be below.
Now, many of us, do miss the schedules. So what will happen is a replacement of the schedules with aiming for appropriate times to do the RTR and synchronize with others in doing the RTR. These will be based on Planetary hours and Planetary days.

Of course - that is **OPTIONAL**. One can just do the RTR whenever they desire, and do it very simply, but EVERYONE has to do this daily. However the idea is being examined on creating a system through which we can synchronize and batter the enemy with RTR's at specific time intervals.

The best time for focus the RTR's during the enemy's Passover is during the hours of **Mars and Sun**. The Passover of the jews lasts from the 19th to the 27th of April, so if anyone wants to get specific, aim for the two above hours a bit more specifically for these days. It is not necessary, but it will give us a boost.

If everyone follows these specific hours of Mars and Sun for the April 19 to 27, this will be a tremendous success. As to how you can follow the planetary times, either download ChronosXP and configure it for your location, or download an application for your iPhone or Android phone. There are many on the App-store and Android Market.

Basically, we will just outpower the enemy on these dates and the RTR will wither away their attempts to raise energy. This will also chain in regards to Easter and everything else.

Below are the links to the Final RTR and the Aura of Protection and Removing Curses:

**Below the links:**

Aura of Protection:  

Returning Curses:  
AND  

**Below the links to the RTR's:**

Final RTR: https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/Final_RTR.htm
Final RTR where you can paint on the screen itself with your own mouse:  
http://www.satanslibrary.org/paintable.html

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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